The tunnel transistor em^ploying qteryal fielg emission of Schottky banier junction (SBTT) is a pr_omising element device for high-density and low-cost integration. In ordeito charaiterizeihe performance of S_BTT, we have carried out 2-D numerical simulation on typical four types of device stntctures. When the channel layer is thicker than the depletion width n-eir the drain fbrmed by gate.biag the output characteristic of SBTT is triode-tike. In the case of thin channel layer, the saturation feature.appears due to pinch-off effect. A prototype n-channel SBTT of cryStailin" silicon has been fabricated and the transistor action is confirmbil. In this paper we show some results of. Z-D numerical computer simulation on SBTT and discuss the distinct . An example of prototype device with a simple structure is also reported.
l. Introduction
A new-type of tunnel-effect hansistors employing internal field emission of Schottky banier junciion-, Schottky barrier tunnel transistor (Snff;, frus previously proposedl). The advantagi of thii deviie is simplified fabrication process due tb elimination of the process for n+ or p* islands for source and drain in addition to the unique operating principle with inherent high transconductance. Application of SBTT to TFT for active matrix LCDs is expected. Other important features g".high-speed and small size, being useful to advance high integration of memories.
In this paper we show some results of. Z-D numerical computer simulation on SBTT and discuss the distinct . An example of prototype device with a simple structure is also reported.
Fundamental Structure and Operating principle
The fundamental structure of SBTT is apparently the same as conventional MOSFET or TFT which ar! composed o-f qr insulated gate and a channel layer with source and drain contacts as shown in Fig.1(a) Type-I of Fig.2 is a basic and simplest 
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Example of Practical Device Operation
In this section only prototype of SBTT are exemplified. Other various modifications might be considerbd.
A prototype vertical device corresponding to Type-II in Fig. 2(b 
